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Welcome
I am pleased to welcome you through this
second newsletter from Rolta featuring research
from Gartner. In the first newsletter we focused
on Striving for Operational Excellence in asset
intensive industries such as Oil & Gas, Petro
Chemicals, Power and Utilities. We had discussed
the architecture of Operational Intelligence (OI)
and Rolta OneView™ as an integrated solution.
In this newsletter, we shall focus on the strategic
imperatives imposed on the Energy & Utilities
industries, especially Utilities, given that they are
going through significant change in landscape.
Having been focussed on asset and operations
excellence for years, the industry is now rapidly
turning towards customer excellence. The nexus
of Big Data (Information), OT-IT convergence,
Cloud, Mobile, as well as Enterprise & Consumer
Social networks is creating new opportunities
in the utility space that necessitates the
transformation of existing applications.
Energy & Utilities are increasingly opting
for smart grid technologies spanning IT, OT,
communications, emerging energy technologies,
and consumer technology (CT) domains. It is
important to securely deploy and manage these
systems in an integrated continuum across the
energy value chain. The complexity in technology
transformation and convergence in this industry
is significant. Historically the business, functional
and IT organisations have long adopted and
invested in IT and operational technologies albeit
as independent strategic decisions.

CIOs in Energy & Utilities have a great
opportunity to enable decisions that optimize
business processes and performance. They can
take leadership role across the digital technology
spectrum focusing on information integration and
standardization, to streamline business processes
and deliver innovative business outcomes.
Need of a seamlessly integrated approach for
operational and customer service excellence to
sustain and grow in the SMART world mandates a
well-integrated solution. Such solutions need to
protect existing investments and also accelerate
transformation of business processes without
disruptions.
Rolta is a leading provider of innovative IP-led,
ROI-driven IT solutions. Leveraging its three
decades of expertise in Engineering, Geospatial,
IT solutions and experience of working with
Global Energy and Utility leaders, Rolta offers
an innovative solution built on best-of-breed
platforms, that simplifies realization of strategic
imperatives.
I am confident that the research and case studies
in this document will help in your pursuit of
excellence and lead the transformation in a
smarter way.
Thank you,

Rajesh Ramachandran
President and Chief Technology Officer, Rolta.
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Strategic Imperatives Driving Transformation in
Energy and Utilities
An extract from the Gartner Files:
Gartner says: “Utilities will face a number of difficulties in upcoming years that will disrupt
business processes and create new opportunities, as well as challenge incumbent technology
providers and their solutions.”
Key Findings:
• After years of merger and acquisition activities in the utility enterprise asset management
(EAM) market, vendors have ended up with multiple overlapping products that will
necessitate product portfolio rationalization.
• Consumerization of geospatial technologies is changing the vendor landscape, threatening
the leadership position and market share of the incumbent vendors that provide niche
engineering solutions on top of their own geographic information system (GIS) platforms.
• Support for customer energy consumption data standards by utilities and application vendors
is growing rapidly; however, low consumer engagement with utilities will limit adoption.
• The nexus of cloud, social, mobile and information is creating new opportunities for
customer focused business processes in the utility space while rendering existing application
architecture obsolete.
• The notable increase in the use of IT for supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
and process control system implementations and upgrades is highlighting the lack of
coordinated IT/operational technology (OT) security governance in the energy and utilities
market today.”1

Rolta Insight
After remaining relatively unchanged for
several decades, the Energy & Utility industry
is facing a host of new challenges that are
driving the evolution of new business models.
The changes span renewable energy sources,
security and environmental mandates. They add
to the prevailing ones of customer demands and
reducing costs as well as aging infrastructure

and workforce. Technologies and systems are
therefore required to step-up. Companies will need
to address these challenges in a multi-pronged
manner, to achieve competitive advantage in their
journey towards business excellence. They will
need systems that provide enhanced insights to
asset efficiency in terms of availability, utilization,
costs and predictability. Further these systems
would need to enable capturing and leveraging

Gartner Inc., Predicts 2013: Energy and Utilities Challenged by Nexus of IT Forces and Technology Market Convergence, G00245203, 26 November 2012
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FIGURE 1

Changes in Business Landscape for Energy and Utilities

Source: Rolta

FIGURE 2

Source: Rolta

Top 10 Technology Trends Impacting Energy and Utilities Industry
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Gartner says : “The utilities sector has, in the past, pursued a siloed approach to applications
and technologies. This is characterized by the separation of the engineering and operations
groups from IT, and the use of stand-alone, best-of-breed applications within the overall scope
of IT. This separation creates increased costs and a lack of technical agility by necessitating
costly interfaces and perpetuating a myriad of platforms and standards. We expect to see trends
wherein vendors offer applications as more complete solutions and more usable integration
toolsets, so the separate worlds of engineering/operations and IT are combined to create more
efficient and effective solutions.
This trend to integration as a goal is exemplified in some of the trends we are describing. For
example, social computing is integral to a modernized approach to customer engagement.
In another example, IT/operational technology (OT) convergence gives rise to more available
sensor based data, carried on communications infrastructure and then used for predictive
analytics (itself possibly running on in-memory computing). We also see the Nexus of Forces
of cloud computing, social, mobile and information (aka big data and analytics) reaching into
the interconnected nature of these elements. So, we recommend a holistic planning process to
ensure there is less wasted effort and duplication in initiatives.”2

the invaluable experience of the aging workforce
and facilitate knowledge retention. Companies
will also need to handle rising pressure of
environmental compliance to reduce carbon &
greenhouse emissions.

There is a need to integrate the operational
technology (OT) & IT systems, leverage big data,
emanating from various sources within the value
chain to provide better predictive analytics.

Gartner Inc., Top 10 Technology Trends Impacting theEnergy and Utility Industry in 2013, G00249454, 22 March 2013
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Source: Rolta
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Rolta OneView™ Suite – Comprehensive Solution
for Digital Transformation
BI and Big Data analytics maturity is a journey
for any organization, and it needs a welldefined Plan – Build – Manage approach. Rolta
evangelizes single window approach through
comprehensive, industry-specific prebuilt
analytics along with required IT transformation
solutions. Through integrated geospatial fusion,
IT-OT fusion and industry-specific knowledge
model and business processes, this approach
accelerates the BI and Big Data analytics
maturity journey from tactical to pervasive.
Rolta OneView™ brings the power of BI and Big
Data analytics such as agile BI, real-time analytics,
predictive analytics, spatial analytics / locational
intelligence, balanced score cards, strategy maps,
scenario analysis etc., across roles and not just to a
specific set of people in the organization.

FIGURE 3

Source: Rolta

The need for digital/smart transformation
mandates the review of existing systems and
defining a roadmap. It is critical to define
the information landscape and establish the
information model before embarking on the next
steps in the IT journey.
As part of the Plan phase, Rolta Advizer™ helps
discover the entire data landscape, define
the information landscape and establish the
information model and chalk out an ROI
based approach for implementing BI and Big
Data analytics solution. With 600+ weighted
characteristics and decades of domain expertise
on real-world deployments it helps define an ROI
driven roadmap. Rolta Advizer™ covers all the
aspects of the IT environment – Data, Security,
Cloud, Virtual Data Center (VDC), Applications,
and End User Computing (EUC).

BI and Big Data Analytics Maturity Journey
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FIGURE 4

Comprehensive BI Solution Approach

Source: Rolta

This time-bound discovery assessment is a
combination of automated and consultative
approaches through structured engagement.
These include interviews with various
stakeholders, workshops and prototypes. The
aim is to understand current practices, evaluate
and benchmark against industry best practices.
The results include SWOT analysis, benchmarks

FIGURE 5

Source: Rolta

Rolta Advizer™

via spider diagrams, gap analysis and scorecards.
These help predict impacts for various scenarios
– customer, financial, execution, growth. Further
analysis defines top 3 priorities in each zone that
the customer should achieve over the next 3 years.
The inbuilt efforts-to-benefits matrix helps define
roadmaps for these identified strategic initiatives.
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The next phase of technology consolidation and
standardization is crucial before implementing
a comprehensive analytics solution. Having
multiple platforms for data, analytics and
reporting in silos would not only cause
significant maintenance and cost overhead,
but also would limit the information agility
and compromise the BI maturity. Adoption of
newer technologies simplifies the complexity of
analytics for informed decision making. However,
CIO organizations face significant challenges
in technology consolidation and migration
initiatives. The business teams do not perceive
value of such migrations as it takes significant
investment of their time and effort to redefine
the business processes and business logic from
source to target systems. Rolta’s automated
IP solutions help to achieve the technology
transformation with minimal dependency on
business teams by reverse engineering source
models and migrating to target models.

FIGURE 6

Source: Rolta

Rolta OneView™ - Role Based Actionable Insights

Rolta SmartMigrate™ and Rolta RapidHANA™
help automate the migration and consolidation
of data, analytics & reporting platform. Rolta
SmartMigrate™ helps to seamlessly migrate the
analytics and reporting landscape spanning a
variety of tools and deployments to best-ofbreed platforms such as SAP BO, OBI EE and MS
BI. Rolta RapidHANA™ helps in the automated
migration of databases, data and applications to
SAP HANA platform.
The final phase is to implement a BI and Big Data
analytics solution that simplifies the complexity
of the information landscape through integrateanalyze-deliver approach. Rolta OneView™
brings the value of BI and analytics to achieve
operational excellence by providing role-based
actionable intelligence.
Source: Rolta
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Rolta OneView™ for Utilities
In this section, we will review the specific
strategic imperatives that we discussed for
Energy & Utilities industry and how Rolta
OneView™ for Utilities provides a comprehensive
solution to achieve operational and business
excellence.

business functions including Operations, Asset
Management and Utilization, Maintenance
and Reliability, Supply Chain, Health, Safety,
Environment, Projects, Sustainability, Customer
Management, HR and Finance.

Rolta OneView breaks down the fundamental
barriers in achieving operational & business
excellence, such as silos across operational
networks and assets, business networks, safety
& sustainability networks and enterprise social
networks to provide 360° view of the enterprise.
It has industry specific and extendable knowledge
data model developed from Rolta’s deep domain
insights in the Energy & Utilities industry and
the recommended best practices. It has prebuilt
business scenarios and KPIs across the different

1.1.1 IT - OT Fusion for operational excellence
and better GRC

™

1.1 Integrate

Gartner says “Virtually all new technology
projects in utilities will require a combination of
IT and OT investent and planning, such as AMI
or advanced distribution management systems
(ADMSs). More than any industry, the utility
sector faces the challenge of the separation
between IT and OT management, coupled with
the importance of hybrid projects that link IT and
OT systems. The industry will benefit by aligning

FIGURE 7 Rolta OneView™ - Integrate, Analyse and Deliver

Source: Rolta
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their OT support, standards and procedures with
those used for IT, shortening the time to develop
governance over OT. This will ensure that when
integration of IT and OT is inevitably done there
is already some alignment in standards.”1
Rolta OneView™ features comprehensive IT-OT
Fusion that brings a cross-functional paradigm shift
by integrating data from heterogeneous business
and operational systems in Energy & Utility ecosystem. It provides powerful insights into the health
of various assets like water and power distribution
systems, pumps, transformers, feeders, etc. It
contains 60+ prebuilt connectors spanning across
operational, business, geospatial, engineering design
and Big Data (Hadoop) systems e.g. ERP, CRM, EAM,
SCM, Historians, SCADA, Intelligent Meters etc.
These encompass real-time data-connectors as well
as batch ETL connectors. The connectivity framework
also provides specific solutions for various security
requirements such as user authentication, access
management, geo-fence based security, etc. This
enables consistent security governance across IT
and OT systems. This is a key factor to overcome the
industry challenges.

FIGURE 8

Rolta’s IT-OT Fusion (see Figure 8 below), features
Asset Junction (depicted in the Figures 9 and 10).
It draws assets data (such as asset tag ID) and
time series data from historians in the operations
network. These are mapped to information
from the business network such as business
content, model of the assets, etc. It provides a
comprehensive 360-degree view of the assets
including asset behaviour, output/performance,
quality, needs of asset-maintenance and helps
retrospective analysis, forecasting and facilitates
comprehensive real-time business decisions.
1.1.2 Geospatial Fusion
Rolta OneView™ suite for Utilities adds geospatial
capabilities to existing business process in order
to establish the authoritative spatial location of
business data, and enables contextual locational
analysis. It provides geo-enablement by
integrating location and shape information into
business processes and workflows. It provides
the ability to query, view and process business
transactions in the ERP system directly from the
map without having the need to switch between
GIS & ERP systems.

IT-OT Fusion – A Critical Imperative

Source: Rolta

Gartner Inc., Gartner Identifies Top 10 Technology Trends for the Energy and Utilities Sector in 2013

1
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FIGURE 9

Rolta OneView™ IT – OT Fusion Asset Junction

Source: Rolta

FIGURE 10

Source: Rolta

Rolta OneView™ IT – OT Fusion Asset Junction
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FIGURE 11

End-to-End Geo-Enablement Capabilities for Comprehensive Locational Intelligence

Source: Rolta

Rolta Geospatial Fusion (GSF) supports
the entire geospatial solution lifecycle.
Rolta also has substantial experience
in implementing ERP solutions,
which it has captivated in the form of
IP-based solution accelerators. This
rich knowledge has enabled Rolta to
develop unique capabilities within the
Rolta OneView™ Enterprise Suite.
Rolta OneView™ provides much needed
geospatial integration features. E.g.:
• Comprehensive business views for
geographically distributed assets/
customers/vendors
• Unified and seamless web-based
view of tabular and spatial data
• Map auto-zoom to report data context
• Multidirectional interaction capabilities such as:

Some of the salient features that help Energy &
Utilities customers implement spatial enabled
enterprise asset management system include:

• Map to report
• Report to map
• Report prompting
• Drill-downs and drill through
• Heat maps

• Out-of-box integration with industry standard
Asset Register and GeoAsset repositories
• Powerful automated asset creation tools from
CAD drawing, Excel spread sheet, etc.
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FIGURE 12

Geo-Enablement of ERP Systems and Locational Intelligence

Source: Rolta

• Advance geospatial web editing tools for the
creation, update and deletion of management
assets
• Ability to spatially track asset investment
versus condition over time on individual asset
level and network basis as well
• Built-in work flows and interfaces for
document management, works management,
project management, and complaint
management system
• Easy integration with GPS enabled mobile
devices for field and/or mobile work force
exact location intimation, dispatch and
management
• Pre-configured spatial searches of assets by
hierarchy or specific information
These unique capabilities enable organizations
to reap significant business benefits. Quick and
accurate analysis of the existing data within a
geographical environment can be performed.
It becomes possible to visualize the business
trends and take decisions based on the current
scenario. This helps generate maximum returns.
The capability also enables users/organizations
to spatially compute and thereby streamline
business processes, minimize risk, predict work

load and enhance business decision-making. It
becomes possible to see notifications as well as
trigger work-orders and business processes at
their exact location on the map itself. This helps
increase resource utilization and asset integrity,
improve workforce productivity, and reduce
service costs. By providing a comprehensive
spatial view of maintenance needs and outage
impacts, it facilitates higher reliability, higher
customer satisfaction & retention, integrated
demand / supply planning, work-order
management, maintenance and optimizing
profitability. It improves productivity by reducing
asset incident resolution time with accurate and
timely intimation of physical asset location and
other information thus improving health, safety
and security.
1.1.3 Engineering Fusion
Risk identification and mitigation is one of
the most focussed objectives of the utility
companies. The speed of risk analysis depends
on how quickly you can get information on asset
performance, coupled with the base design
document for situational analysis. For any piece
of equipment, engineering data forms the basis of
its operating performance, with defined operating
parameters, but any deviation is not routinely
reported, which might otherwise enable risk
screening. Rolta OneView™ makes this possible
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and opens up a new dimension in managing and
controlling operating risks for ensuring the safety
and integrity of the operating assets.

– Reduce planning and scheduling effort

Rolta OneView™ connects to engineering
design systems, e.g. SmartPlant Foundation
to access the engineering information, design
data, relevant documents and the 3D Model.
This means that past performance can be
analysed in the context of current operating
standards, and appropriate asset maintenance
and improvements can be planned and executed.
Alerts will indicate where a process or asset is
deviating from its intended parameters detailed
in design specifications. This allows proactive
corrections. Here the value that Rolta OneView™
brings to an utility organization includes:

– Quicker response to enhance availability and
increase uptime

– Comparison of operating data with design
data and necessary alerting
– Easy access to all design information and
documents

– Comprehensive asset performance analytics

1.2 Utilities knowledge-model
The prebuilt knowledge model is industry standard
compliant and has been built using Rolta’s
deep domain insights into Utility industry. The
knowledge model maintains the cross-functional
information collated from varied data sources and
is aligned with the important business processes
in the Utility domain. It enables performance
management and analytics, including, trends,
‘slice and dice’ analysis, drill down, forecasting,
variance analysis, root cause identification,
scenario planning and what-if modelling. As the
knowledge model implements the best practices,
it helps in achieving reduction in cost and risk,
optimized performance, consistent model and
terminology, traceability to source.

– Abnormal situations management

FIGURE 13

Source: Rolta

Rolta OneViewTM Integration with Engineering Design Systems
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The knowledge model provides comprehensive
cross functional coverage across such as
Operations, Assets, Maintenance & Reliability,
Health, Safety & Environment, Supply Chain,
Sustainability, Customer, Projects and Business.

Rolta OneView™ enables continuous process
improvement by analysing the deviations in
the business process executions and provides
prescriptions on process improvements.

1.3 Industry-specific workflows, alerts
and threshold management

1.4.1 Prebuilt analytics

Rolta OneView provides some key prebuilt
industry workflows that fill the gap generally
observed in the overall Utility business
process systems. These workflows also help in
alleviating the need for manual data creation
that companies end up with when trying to fill
those business process gaps and thus enhance
the data quality. Rolta OneView™ also provides
an extensible workflow framework to build
customized workflows for specific needs. The
framework provides functionalities to manage
thresholds and targets along with its history.
Alerts can be defined on these thresholds and
notifications sent via multiple channels – emails,
dashboards, mobile devices. Additionally, one
can configure system driven actions to close
the loop by invoking web services and 3rd party
applications etc.
™

FIGURE 14

Source: Rolta

1.4 Analyze
Rolta OneView™ features all round prebuilt
analytic capabilities including historical,
real-time, spatial, predictive and prescriptive.
Rolta OneView™ uses best-of-the-breed BI
platforms and provides the ability to analyse
high volume historical data, real-time data,
big data and geospatial data to derive the
predictive intelligence. Rolta OneView™ stands
differentiated because it combines these
capabilities in a single platform.
Rolta OneView™ provides out of the box analytics
and KPIs for Utilities, like reliability analytics,
preventive maintenance compliance, efficiency
of operations and many other useful ones.
Reliability analytics is enabled through KPI’s
like SAIDI, SAIFI and CAIDI, which can be further
drilled down to examine failure by causes, failed
equipment by class and type, load density per

Rolta OneView™ Drives Continuous Process Improvements.
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asset, revenue loss due to outage, customer
hour loss etc. The preventive maintenance
compliance analytics is enabled by KPI’s like %
work order backlog, % breakdown backlog, and
compliance by equipment class, compliance by
criticality and other metrics. The asset analytics
help to gain insights like where is the company
losing money, why is it happening, how can it be
reduced. The customer insights help in increasing
customer engagement by tracking their energy
usage, finding profitable customers, their usage
patterns. Marketing analytics support customer
segmentation and campaign performance insight.
The solution supports creation of regulatory reports
like Customer Average Interruption Disruption
Index (CAIDI), Customers Experiencing Multiple
Interruptions (CEMI) and also has a very powerful
feature to allow end user to create own KPI’s.
1.4.2

Advanced analytics capabilities

Rolta OneView™ provides Utility organizations the
capability to pro-actively manage maintenance
of assets, increase customer focus, and improve
workforce management through its predictive
analytics capabilities. It supports several predictive
models that exploit patterns found in historical,
transactional and real time data to identify
opportunities, mitigate risks, improve customer
experiences, proactive capacity planning, prediction
based on parameters like weather, pressure,
temperature, & optimal asset parts replacement.
Rolta OneView™ for Utilities supports complex

FIGURE 15

Source: Rolta

Predictive Analytics for Enhanced ROI

statistical computations and variety of predictive
engines including R-Language, SAP Predictive
Analysis, SAS Analytics as well as variety of
predictive models for complex requirements
including, diagnostic plots using time series,
auto-regressive models to time series, structural
model for a time series by maximum likelihood,
smoothing spline fit at new points, computation
of predictions and prediction intervals for models
fitted by the Holt-Winters & similar methods,
non-linear prediction models based on regression
functions, etc. Rolta OneView™ enables realtime intelligence by filtering, co-relating and
processing data coming from multiple sources
at very high rate. It permits evaluation of real
time data against user defined business rules,
augmenting data stream with data from other
sources and event patterns.
Rolta’s approach allows organizations to choose
and balance between real-time, big data and
traditional BI-DW capabilities based on their
specific needs and infrastructure capabilities,
and flexibly scale over time with improving
technology capabilities.
Additionally, the solution has been engineered for
high performance and in-memory real time data
platforms such as SAP HANA and Oracle Exalytics
etc. Rolta OneView™’s big data enablement
provides the ability to process huge amount
of data at very high speed for faster decisions,
providing value addition in various ways. e.g. with
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the smart grid units, the data can be monitored
for grid locations minute by minute and can also
be stored in database for further analytics. This
means reduced thefts, knowledge of exact location
of thefts, analytics on theft patterns etc. Another
example is related to smart meter, where Rolta
OneView™ enables the processing of huge data
per meter for millions of the customers at regular
frequency. This enables the customers to monitor
their consumption and take wise decisions to
reduce usage, their bills and carbon footprints.
It also helps using the social media integration;
the market sentiments and helps further analyze
and take corrective actions, especially in the
deregulated markets. Such enablement also allows
the impact analysis of planned and unplanned
downtimes on a community or consumers, thereby
aiding in management of customer satisfaction.

1.5 Deliver

Rolta OneView™ is available on all popular mobile
platforms such as iOS, Android and Windows
Mobile etc. Mobile devices display dashboards as
well as alerts and notifications.
1.5.3 Cloud enablement
Rolta OneVIew™ is cloud ready. It can seamlessly
integrate with applications deployed in cloud to
consume their services. Rolta OneView™ can be
deployed in cloud to provide analytics as a service.
A Utility company can either choose to deploy
Rolta OneView™ in a private cloud or public cloud.
Rolta partners with leading technology providers
like SAP to host Rolta OneView™ in their cloud
platforms. This enables organizations to gain rapid
access to latest innovations in the platform, while
benefiting from cost savings.
FIGURE 16

Unified Mobility Across Connected and Disconnected Modes

1.5.1 Rich Visualizations
The rich visualization capabilities such as
interactive dashboards with drill down to details,
cascaded balanced score cards, strategy maps are
delivered through multiple delivery channels such
as online reports, offline reports, portals, emails,
mobile, alerts etc. Users can share information and
take collaborative decisions thus allowing them
to use advanced portal mash-ups, search, blogs,
wikis, instant messaging and other cloud based
social media capability.
1.5.2 Enterprise mobility
Utility organizations that deploy workers into the
field need to enable them to provide updates
even when they don’t have internet connectivity,
which is often the case with remote field workers.
Rolta OneView™ enables disconnected work
management like ability to capture important
asset data, save the information or edits locally,
search and sync them once connected to the
server via 3G, Wi-Fi or other mechanisms. Rolta
OneView™ mobile solution provides mapping and
data collection application that allows mobile
crew to use GIS. The application is designed
to work seamlessly in both the connected and
disconnected modes and across all major mobile
platforms. Businesses can leverage the current
investments in popular technologies like ESRI and
add mobile capabilities to derive more benefits.

Source: Rolta

1.6 Manage: IT Transformation and
Managed Services
A robust and enterprise class solution like Rolta
OneView™ for Utilities deployed across spectrum
of systems needs stable and reliable on-going
maintenance and support.
• As new systems get added or older EAM’s are
transformed into integrated solutions, data
sources need to be reconfigured.
• Changes in the business strategy will need a
change in the KPI’s being measured
• Technology refresh for the underlying
components like database, data integration,
analytics and reporting platforms will need
planned maintenance.
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Rolta’s offering to cover this ‘Manage’ phase is
delivered through ITIL compliant global delivery,
24x7x365 (L1, L2, L3 support) support model, ISO
20000 certified processes. This includes EAM

data services, GIS data, EAM implementation and
support, as well as the overall solution and IT
transformation & managed services.
Source: Rolta

Value Proposition
Rolta OneView™ prebuilt analytics and actionable
insights provide significant value proposition for
Utilities.
• Improved service exceeding customer
expectations
• Enables customers to get real time
analytical view of their consumption

and for more of preventive maintenance
activities
• Enabling integration of the next generation
energy sources, through smart grid. These
could include local energy sources like
solar energy or wind energy or tidal energy
plants at specific locations
• Rapid Deployment:

• 		Better usage prediction for improved
grid demand response management and
minimized load shedding, to drive 24 x
7 supply.
• Faster service by reducing the time to
respond in case of unplanned outages
• Insights into customer segmentation to
build targeted reach-out programs
• Higher and faster ROI:
• Increase the asset utilization by reducing
downtime through predictive analytics
• Maximize capital investment efficiency by
cost-vs-consequence analytics
• Analytics provides interval based, time
based billing information and patterns,
helps in better pricing
• Reduce outage revenue loss and enhance
efficiency of workforce management
• Reduction in TCO:
• Field force optimization by location
services as well as routing, allowing same
field force to be utilized in better way

• The solution is seamlessly compatible
with existing / legacy technologies
present in most businesses including
- ERP, Enterprise Asset Management
(EAM), SCADA / DCS systems, etc. It
enriches these point solutions through
rich integration with each other as well as
enabling inter-twined and comprehensive
GIS and engineering functionalities.
• Feature-rich and comprehensive:
• Business Intelligence lifecycle addressing
– Integration of heterogeneous structured,
unstructured, semi-structured real-time
and batch-mode / ETL data,
• Multi-dimensional analysis
• Scenario-modeling & predictions
• Delivery of rich visualization through
dashboards, KPI , etc.
• Comprehensive spatial analytics and
insights
• Comprehensive engineering design
systems integration
Source: Rolta
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Industry-specific Use Cases and Business Benefits
1.1 Power Distribution

1.1.2 Need for BI and Analytics

1.1.1 Industry Challenges

Utility companies are looking for deeper and sharper
insights into their customers, markets, operations
and the macro-economic environment. This requires
analysis of heterogeneous data across IT – OT
systems and visualization against a backdrop of
spatial frameworks.

Global economic forces, search for successful
business models, changing policymaker attitudes,
and new consumer behaviours driven by Gartnercoined “Nexus of Forces” is driving the power
distribution industry.
Integrated models across supply, delivery and
retail are becoming increasingly unbundled,
fuelling stronger competition and renewed focus
on traditional operational goals. Some of the top
priorities include -

1.1.3 Business Benefits
• Improving distribution reliability
• Reduction of losses (Technical & Commercial)
• Better tracking of pilferage
• Analysis of demand / supply gaps

• Improve asset-related business processes
• Ensure technology investments matching
consumer behaviours
• Reduce complexity in dimensions of commodity
management risk
• IT-OT & geospatial integration

• Analysis of failure scenario with locational
intelligence
• Optimizing cost
• Improving customer satisfaction
• Improve compliance with the regulatory norms

• Government initiatives like Smart Grids

FIGURE 17

Source: Rolta

Customer Complaint Analysis - Tracking Customer Satisfaction
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FIGURE 18

Analyze the Factors Affecting Quick Reaction to Customer Complaints

Source: Rolta

FIGURE 19

Source: Rolta

Drill to Details for Root Cause Analysis and Improvement in the Process
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1.2 WATER UTILITIES

1.2.2 Need for BI and Analytics

1.2.1 Industry Challenges

Water Utilities need integrated intelligence
across diverse applications from heterogeneous
vendors for – water network systems, GIS and
spatial systems, mobile workforce management
applications, ERP and billing systems, etc. Fewer
more meaningful tightly-integrated crossfunctional Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
are crucial to ensure sustainability. There is a
need for encompassing analytics – real time,
spatial and predictive to driver more favourable
outcomes.

Water is life, and needs uninterrupted provision
under any circumstances. Availability of fresh
water, water supply and sewerage are facing
several challenges on various counts:
• Global climatic changes coupled with
increased water stress
• Inequality in geographic distribution of water
resources
• Complex interfaces between ground & surface
Water

1.2.3 Business Benefits

• Growing population and demand from
agriculture, industries, etc.

• Distribution performance monitoring

• Losses & demand management, wasteful
consumer behaviours
• Need for boosting water productivity
• Aging water utilities infrastructure and
workforce

• Water quality improvement

• Real-time analytics on sewerage flooding
probability
• Improving customer satisfaction
• Regulatory and pollution control norms
compliance
Source: Rolta

• Stringent government & regulatory pressures
• Difficulties in maintaining water quality
• Coupled with the global economic situation,
water utilities need to do more with less.
• Operations, asset management and
maintenance over wide geographies are critical
• Growing acute need to gain deeper insights
into the data accumulated through multiple
applications, to explore avenues for
optimization
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FIGURE 20

Sewerage Flooding Probability Analysis

Source: Rolta

FIGURE 21

Source: Rolta

Spatial View of the Problematic/Failed Assets
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FIGURE 22

Spatial and Predictive Analytics to Avoid Flooding Which Benefits Business by Potential Saving

Source: Rolta

FIGURE 23

Source: Rolta

Water Quality Compliance
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FIGURE 24

Detailed Root Cause Analysis - Identify Area Where the Standards Are Not Adhered

Source: Rolta

Source: Rolta
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Case Study 1

Leverage operational intelligence to improve service reliability and customer satisfaction

A Power Transmission Company had embarked on
a program for operational intelligence to enhance
the way it monitors and responds to operational
functions that impact these Key Performance
Indicators.
Business challenges:
- Lack of access and visibility into key financial
performance data, safety and incident
reporting, maintenance and reliability data for
cross functional analytics

Insights, Reliability, Maintenance &
Infrastructure, Encroachment Management,
and Customer Impact of Outages.
- It enabled aggregation, correlation and
contextualizing of key operation data,
achieved through the pre-configured data
model and proprietary connectors to source
systems.
Business benefits and impact:
- Improved quality and accuracy of data

- Numerous operational systems lacking
integration making cross-subject area analysis
difficult

- Enhanced timeliness and visibility of
operational data for reporting & analysis

- Heavy reliance on manual data collection and
analysis processes

- Facilitated investments and created a positive
impact on revenue

Rolta Solution:

- Financials visibility provided actionable
insight into budget adherence, project
efficiency, regulatory adherence, up-to-themonth Budget vs. Actuals analysis along
multiple organizational hierarchies.

- Rolta implemented its OneView™ solution
supporting six dimensions - Safety, Financial
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- Maintenance and Reliability metrics provides
work-plan efficiency information, workforce
planning insight and inspection identification
details and resolution rates.
- Cost reduction in maintenance and labor
- Enhanced safety incident visibility gave
insight into possible work culture and process

improvements. Reliable calculations through
the cross functional analytics are used to give
safety awards and motivate employees.
- Helped the customer to better comply with
Regulatory Guidelines - FERC, PRCN, OSHA
reporting for HSE; STOMP; and Reliability
Insights (SAIDI, SAIFI & MAIFI) conforming to
IEEE 13.66-1998.

Source: Rolta
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Case Study 2
A Government Ministry responsible for public works
and utilities aimed to avoid redundancy while
maintaining assets in public works department and
have synchronized single source to monitor critical
KPIs
Business Challenge:
- Managing large numbers of public infrastructure
assets.
- Data stored in disparate systems
- Common view of asset data was the need of the
hour
- Maintaining a unique asset ID through all the
systems
Rolta Solution:
- Comprehensive implementation of Rolta
Integration Solution including automated Asset
extraction tool
- It addressed the asset life cycle elements of
Planning, Design, Construction, Operation
& Maintenance, Retirement Monitoring by
providing rich dashboards with KPIs.
- It included CAD import functionality, allowing
existing CAD files to be used with no change to
the workflows. In addition, the tool also assigns
asset IDs and maintains them throughout the
system, ensuring the user experiences only one
integrated system.

A system to manage full asset life cycle of
nationwide infrastructure

Business benefits and impact:
- Geocentric Asset lifecycle and workflow
management portal improving service delivery
and efficiency.
- Enables proactive CAPEX planning,
- Maintain & manage asset information for
enhanced asset life & performance
- Optimized expenditures on infrastructure assets
- Aided funding forecast for construction &
maintenance
- Avoided duplication and redundancy of database.
- Elevated customer service and decision-making
with expanded access to ERP data from the GIS
map

Source: Rolta
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Case Study 3

Rolta’s IP led solution for entire asset life cycle management including spatial data creation
A large electricity distribution company wanted to
overhaul its two decades old legacy systems.

- Data availability on mobile handheld devices in
online and disconnected mode

Business Challenges:

Business benefits and impact:

- Major areas of concerns included diverse
technology & data management built over years.

- Reduce operational complexity by rationalizing
technologies.

- Replace disparate asset & work register
inspection systems

- Improved core asset tracking and maintenance
work management.

- Analysing cross geography Ad-hoc sources

- Improved Process Efficiency and Performance
Analysis capability.

- Spatial data conversion & linking of over 12
million linear Assets

- Maximize agility by delivering mobility services.

- Mobile enablement for the workforce
Rolta Solution:
- Rolta Utilities unified Data Model for Linear
Assets
- Spatially enabled KPIs and Dashboards for
analytics and management reporting
- Geo-Referencing of all Asset Records
- End-to-End Asset Management
Implementation with Spatial system
- GIS Web Interface for Asset Tracking

Source: Rolta
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Case Study 4
- Rich Functionality including Real Time
Network Tracking, Outage Analytics, Asset
Condition Monitoring and Management, Source
Management, Reliability, Work order Backlogs
measurement
- Locational Intelligence
- Integration of data across SCADA, SAP PM, EAM
Rolta Solution:
- Rolta provided a comprehensive integrated
analytical solution. The ability to seamlessly
integrate data from multiple operational sources
was leveraged.

Rolta’s IP led comprehensive analytics for
water distribution management

- Suitable dashboards, KPIs and reports with
rich visualizations, drill downs, and alerts were
provided.

A large water distribution utility company wanted to
streamline its regulatory reporting, and operational
performance.

Business benefits and impact:

Business Challenges:

- Lowered outages and improved satisfaction

- Maintaining continuity in water supply,
Improving quality of potable water, Efficient
Regulatory and Compliance reporting

- Better planning of CAPEX and OPEX budgets

- Data collation and integration across multiple
systems was tedious.

- Improved Asset Availability and Utilization

- Improved demand tracking and forecasting
- Environmental compliance
- Efficient Regulatory reporting

- Stringent quality
controls and checks
were required for
analytics on reporting
leakages, waste water,
repairs, outstanding
work orders, network
maintenance etc.
- Analytics and reports
for the operations of
water, waste water were
required in areas like
customer satisfaction,
maintenance.

Source: Rolta
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Conclusion
Nexus of cloud computing, social media,
mobility, Big Data as well as the innovative
geospatial technologies are causing a paradigm
shift in shaping the IT Landscape for Energy &
Utilities. With advent of Smart Grids and Smart
Meters, there is a huge amount of data available.
Utility companies should make full use of their
data-intensive environments to derive answers
to previously unanswered business questions and
make better business decisions.
Proliferation of advanced technologies in a highly
competitive market implies it is critical for a
Utility company to use business intelligence
and data analysis for pushing the boundaries of
knowledge higher than ever before. However
considering the reality of various silos that
exist in a typical Utility company’s technology
landscape, it is important to use a BI solution
that provides comprehensive cross functional
coverage rather than using multiple pointfunction products that would end up amplifying
the silos.
Using Rolta OneView™ Suite for Utilities, one
can achieve an end-end enterprise intelligence
solution that integrates the data emanating from
various networks – Business, IT, OT, enterprise,
social, geospatial, engineering systems, etc.
It provides comprehensive cross-functional
performance management, performance analytics

and strategy management for Energy & Utilities.
It provides secure IT/OT integration, geospatial
& engineering convergence and enables cloudbased Big Data analytics and predictive analytics.
The prebuilt industry data model and KPIs reduce
the time to ROI and enables wider acceptability
within an organization. It also enables Utility
companies to achieve efficient compliance
reporting.
Using Rolta OneView™, a Utility company can
gain 360º insights on asset and reliability
performance, find out ways to reduce the
operational cost and amplify customer
awareness and satisfaction. The Big Data
and predictive analytics capabilities enable
optimized investments and maximized ROI.
Rolta OneView™ for Utilities meets customer
needs while addressing the concerns of financial
stakeholders, employees, communities, and
governments. Rolta’s decades of strong Utility
domain experience powers Rolta OneView™ in
helping Utilities meet the challenge of change so
that they can achieve operational excellence and
enhanced customer service.
Rolta’s business model “Rolta One” opens a
single window to customers to provide end to
end solution for the transformation backed up by
its strong Center of Excellence model that brings
highest customer value proposition.
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FIGURE 25

Rolta One

Source: Rolta

Source: Rolta
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From the Gartner Files:

Predicts 2013: Energy and Utilities Challenged
by Nexus of IT Forces and Technology
Market Convergence
Utilities will face a number of difficulties in
upcoming years that will disrupt business
processes and create new opportunities, as well
as challenge incumbent technology providers
and their solutions.
Key Findings
• After years of merger and acquisition activities
in the utility enterprise asset management
(EAM) market, vendors have ended up with
multiple overlapping products that will
necessitate product portfolio rationalization.
• Consumerization of geospatial technologies is
changing the vendor landscape, threatening
the leadership position and market share
of the incumbent vendors that provide
niche engineering solutions on top of their
own geographic information system (GIS)
platforms.

Recommendations
• EAM users: Ensure that you are protected from
disruption in future upgrades. Do this by being
on the most current version of a product,
and talk with Gartner about which vendors’
products are likely to be “winners.”
• To develop innovative geospatial applications
that leverage cloud architecture and
consumer mobility features, look beyond your
incumbent GIS solution provider.
• Support customer access to standardized
energy usage data, and form strategic
partnerships with application developers
to provide utility-branded applications and
protect customer relationships.

• Support for customer energy consumption
data standards by utilities and application
vendors is growing rapidly; however, low
consumer engagement with utilities will limit
adoption.

• Until the next generation of customer-focused
utility applications capable of capturing
nexus-created business opportunities
emerged, utilities should consider bolt-on
approach as a lower-cost alternative to
the full replacement of a legacy customer
information system (CIS) that does not address
nexus needs.

• The nexus of cloud, social, mobile and
information is creating new opportunities
for customer-focused business processes in
the utility space while rendering existing
application architecture obsolete.

• Use IT/OT governance authority to establish a
structured approach to regulatory compliance
research, review and response; develop a
“clearinghouse” approach to assess the
changing regulatory environment.

• The notable increase in the use of IT for
supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) and process control system
implementations and upgrades is highlighting
the lack of coordinated IT/operational
technology (OT) security governance in the
energy and utilities market today.

Strategic Planning Assumptions
By 2016, most EAM vendors with more than one
product for utilities will take steps to consolidate
to one product.
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By 2016, consumer-oriented technology will
claim 50% of new geospatial application
investment, displacing revenue of traditional
utility GIS solution providers.
By 2016, half of U.S. utility customers will have
access to standardized energy usage data, but
only 20% will use it.
By 2016, driven by the Nexus of IT Forces, 40%
of utilities will have modified CIS applications by
bolting on external components.
By 2016, technology governance for more than
50% of energy and utility firms will expand
oversight to include operational technology
security requirements.
Analysis

What You Need to Know
The utilities market continues to face significant
challenges, including high energy prices, ongoing
concern about environmental impacts, and the
search for successful business models that will
address changing policymaker attitudes and
consumer expectations. On top all this, the
fallout of the global financial crisis creates an
additional challenge for utilities that are trying
to meet shareholder return expectations in
uncertain regulatory settings, while protecting
the security of the critical generation and
delivery infrastructure, and maintaining system
reliability with aging physical assets.
The utility business model, in which companies
essentially provide energy as a “cloud service” by
delivering a metered commodity to consumers’
premises via a fixed network infrastructure,
was established more than a century ago. The
model continues to be challenged, first by
liberalization and introduction of competition in
some segments of the value chain, and then by
the quest for a sustainable energy provisioning
model.

Predictions that Gartner makes in this report are
result of tectonic forces that impact the global
IT market, such as IT sector industrialization and
IT consumerization, or a consequence of the
technology convergence (IT/OT) or an outcome
of vertical market consolidation. Regardless of
the cause, if our predictions come to fruition
they will have a major impact not only on utility
IT organizations in the utility sector and their
application portfolios, but also on the core
business processes of the entire sector.

Strategic Planning Assumptions
Strategic Planning Assumption: By 2016,
most EAM vendors with more than one product
for utilities will take steps to consolidate to one
product.

Analysis by: Kristian Steenstrup
Key Findings:
During the past few years, virtually all the
leading EAM products have been acquired (with
the exception of SAP, Oracle eAM and iFS).
Datastream was acquired by Infor, which also
acquired Hansen which itself acquired Spear
(and Infor also acquired Lawson, which acquired
Intentia Movex). Oracle acquired JD Edwards,
PeopleSoft and SPL Worldgroup, which had
previously acquired Synergen. ABB has acquired
Ventyx and Mincom, IBM has acquired MRO
Software Maximo, Invensys acquired Avantis, and
CGI has acquired Logica. In other markets, we
would call this “consolidation,” but in the EAM
market this has not resulted in a reduction of
available products. There are no fewer products
on the market today for utilities than there were
six years ago. In fact, with the functionality
improvements in SAP and Oracle eBusiness Suite
making them more credible, there are more
products on the marketplace. However, this has
resulted in a duplication of functionality within
the same company for the same target market.
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Although there has been admirable commitment
to the continued support of all the products, it
doesn’t make economic sense for the vendors
to continue to invest in the development of
multiple products when the revenue is not
expanded by the multiple offerings. So, we
conclude that there must be a period of product
rationalization.

Clients will want to ensure they are protected
from disruption in future upgrades. This is not
the lose-lose scenario that might be assumed,
because even if you are with a single product
vendor with no product consolidation outlook,
there is likely to be an upgrade and some
changes in your future.
Recommendations:

Market Implications:
IT leaders:
Vendors have been able to maintain and support
multiple offerings because of the maintenance
revenue from each product and because of
the contractual obligations and competitive
implications to support the products. This
financial challenge is being exacerbated by an
“arms race” of functionality in EAM, with vendors
adding functionality to support linear assets,
GIS integration, condition-based maintenance,
reliability-centered maintenance (RCM), project
and work management, mobile workforce support
and scheduling and dispatch.
However, when it comes to functional
improvements, a vendor with multiple products
in the same market will find that as new features
are added they must be developed, coded
and tested twice (or more). This means that
development costs are higher than for companies
with a single-focused product, but revenue
potential remains the same or less, because
market uncertainty about a vendor with multiple
products may drive customers to another vendor
with a more dogmatic and focused development
program centered on one product.
As a result of these market and economic forces,
vendors with multiple products would benefit
from consolidating to one EAM product for the
utilities market. Many clients will find their
future upgrade path moving not to just a different
release, but to a different platform and user
interface from the one they are used to.

• Consider utilities EAM products as a system
of differentiation (refer to research on Pace
Layering of applications from the strategic
planning assumptions below) How you
manage your assets will enable more varied
performance, because you cannot differentiate
on the product you deliver. Therefore, you
need to have the best EAM product for your
market subsector. Fortunately, most vendors
are constantly developing new product
features.
• Take advantage of product improvements
by initiating a new release, which, is in
effect, “making a bank withdrawal” from the
investment in future development you have
already made.
• Carefully map and negotiate the timing and
obligations of any upgrade. Ensure a window
of upgrade obligation is wide enough to
fit your business activities and budget. For
example, aim for no upgrade obligations
in the next two years, and then a three- to
four-year window of being obliged to upgrade.
Ensure that equivalent functionality is
demonstrably available before upgrade and
that the vendor has a contractual obligation to
provide for equivalent reports and interfaces
in the new product. If not, then the “free
software” on offer in the future upgrade is
a minor point compared with the cost of
change, so consider staying on the earlier
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release, even if unsupported by the vendor, or
shopping around for a replacement EAM.
• If you are on a product that is “fully tenanted”
with peer organizations using the software
and it has recently been “refurbished” (new
platform, architecture and user interface) you
have little to fear, because that product is
least likely to change. If you are on product
with fewer current paying peer customers,
and it is an older architecture, you are more
likely to be migrating to a new platform —
even more so if you are on an older release.
Products are like real estate. Vendors need to
keep them fully occupied with tenants and
keep them in good condition.
Strategic Planning Assumption: By 2016,
consumer-oriented technology will claim 50%
of new geospatial application investment,
displacing revenue of traditional utility GIS
solution providers.

Analysis by: Randy Rhodes
Key Findings:
• Consumer-focused innovation is driving more
geospatial technology development than ever
before.
• Esri is responding to consumerization trends
with expanded GIS platform capabilities.
• New geospatial solutions providers will
leverage flexible and scalable GIS platform
capabilities and consumer technologies to
take new project revenue from traditional
industry providers.
Market Implications:
GIS technology is essential for utilities, as with
all asset-intensive industries; GIS supports the
complete life cycle of those assets, from planning
through design, construction, operations,

maintenance and replacement. The stage is
being set for significant transformation in
this market space, as geospatial technologies
are experiencing an unprecedented level of
innovation. The disruptive effect of low-cost,
consumer-oriented, geospatial services (maps and
apps) will create as many business opportunities
as the digitization of the music industry or the
image industry. Business models are shifting
from maps as intellectual property (sold like
real estate), to on-demand Web maps and apps
(sold as services) that customers access and
repurpose as needed. Business users accustomed
to context-aware consumer applications
will increasingly want to geo-enable their
enterprise applications. GIS managers must be
positioned to support business users who begin
developing their own mobile apps (see “Citizen
Development: Reinventing the Shadows of IT”)
Esri is the dominant leader in enterprise GIS
global sales, but is experiencing increased
competitive pressure from companies more
connected with consumer markets. Google
continues to advance the capabilities of its
inherently cloud-based system, reporting in
mid-2012 that it had driven and published
more than 5 million miles of Street View roads,
serving up more than 20 petabytes of imagery.
Apple responded to consumer expectations and
Google’s advances by launching its own Apple
Maps with iOS 6 in September 2012. Microsoft’s
Bing Maps received a boost with the launch of
Windows Phone 7, because the developer toolkit
is free for consumer-facing applications. Oracle
continues to expand Oracle Spatial capabilities,
integrating more tightly with the Oracle Business
Intelligence Enterprise Edition product for spatial
analytics and visualization.
Esri has responded aggressively by extending its
traditional server-based GIS architecture with a
cloud-based, subscription-licensed “Maps and
Apps” offering. It released new map editing and
business demographics applications through the
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Apple and Google Android app stores. It also
acquired SpotOn Technologies to formally launch
a “Location Analytics” offering.

— a benefit not enjoyed by those working with
traditional utility GIS solution providers.
Recommendations:

The acceleration of geospatial technologies
will challenge traditional utility GIS vendors,
such as Autodesk, Bentley, Intergraph, and GE
Energy, each of which has its own embedded
geospatial capabilities. Each moved forward with
Web services-based mapping infrastructure in
recent years. However, the product road maps
of these industry providers are not accelerating
in the same way as those of horizontal GIS
platform providers. Vertical solutions providers
that depend on their own GIS software are
burdened by challenges already solved for those
that depend on GIS platform software from Esri,
or megavendors in the enterprise and consumer
arenas. GIS support organizations can manage
the disruptive effect of consumerization and
cloud computing by changing their application
management approaches. Gartner has introduced
Pace Layering as a way to distinguish different
application categories and reassess where IT
organizations should focus limited resources.
The Pace Layering approach contrasts systems
of innovation, systems of differentiation, and
systems of record (see “Use the Pace-Layered
Application Strategy to Understand Your
Applications Portfolio”).
Energy and utilities organizations embarking
on innovative projects that involve significant
mobility, cloud, or analytic requirements
should expect to look beyond incumbent utility
geospatial application providers. During the next
four years, they will find it increasingly costeffective and schedule-effective to work with the
ecosystem of business partners affiliated with
Google, Esri, Microsoft, and other megavendors.
These platform vendors are challenging their
business partners to advance their capabilities

Utility IT leaders:
• Update your GIS road map to address the
impact of consumer-oriented geospatial
services and technologies.
• Develop maps as Web services that can more
directly support enterprise application needs
and user-developed applications.
• Evaluate the partner ecosystem of your GIS
providers to assess capabilities for innovative
geospatial applications that leverage cloud
architecture and consumer mobility features.
Strategic Planning Assumption: By 2016,
half of U.S. utility customers will have access to
standardized energy usage data, but only 20%
will use it.

Analysis by: Chet Geschickter
Key Findings:
• Green Button provides a common standard for
sharing energy usage data with consumers,
and for developing applications that leverage
usage data.
• Green Button also addresses data privacy
concerns by providing guidelines for customer
data access and data sharing with authorized
third-parties.
• By October 2012, 10 months after being
launched, utilities serving 40 million U.S.
households had commitments to support
Green Button.1
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• A growing ecosystem of Green Button apps is
emerging, with 64 apps (51 Web apps and 14
mobile apps) available in 3Q12.2
• Consumer engagement with utilities remains
low; one recent survey by Accenture found
that typical consumers interact with their
utility only a few times per year, and most of
the interactions focus on resolving immediate
issues and have low value add.3
Market Implications:
Smart meter adoption is expanding rapidly in
the U.S. According to the U.S. Energy Information
Administration, by June 2011, 13.4% of the 148.4
million electricity meters in the U.S. were “smart
meters.” By 2015, 65 million smart meters
will be deployed in the U.S. according to the
Institute for Electric Efficiency (IEE). Green Button
has considerable momentum in the U.S. utility
sector. According to IEE, after 10 months, utilities
serving 40 million households have either
delivered Green Button access, or announced
intentions to support the standard. However,
challenges lie not with utility and application
vendor adoption, but with consumer interest in
accessing and using their energy consumption
data. A critical mass of Green Button applications
that provide tangible customer is needed to drive
interest and engagement.
Historically, consumer interaction with electric
utility service providers has been quite low.
Interaction has been limited to viewing and
paying a monthly or quarterly paper billing
statement, and calling to complain when
service is lost during outages. Type A utilities
are attempting to increase consumer interest
with aggressive marketing campaigns that span
traditional direct marketing channels such as

outdoor advertising, television, radio, statementstuffer promotional inserts, utility websites and
social media (Facebook, YouTube, and so forth).
This is an uphill battle yielding gradual results.
For example: Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), an
early implementer of smart meters, disclosed
that 1.6 million customers (or 44%) accessed
the online “My Account” tool in 2012; however,
monthly views of Total Load and Rate Analysis
Chart pages were approximately 400,000 (about
10% of customers, assuming each view was a
unique customer — an aggressive assumption).
The number of e-bill customers is 1.6 million as
well, suggesting that My Account tool and e-bill
customer counts are closely correlated. We have
every confidence that engagement will gradually
move higher, but we do not expect a severalfold leap in customer engagement over the near
term. Utilities have a consumer engagement
gap that must be addressed. Historically, utilities
have not been in the information business and
therefore lag behind other industries in driving
online customer engagement. Basic energy usage
applications that display trend lines of energy
consumption are not compelling.
If (a maximum) of 10% of PG&E’s customers
were engaged in monthly viewing of their data,
this raises the question: What are realistic
expectations for consumer adoption of Green
Button and subsequent consumer leverage
of data from smart meters? We predict that
by 2016, only 20% of utility customers with
access to Green Button data will use the data
on an ongoing basis to analyze and manage
their energy consumption. Over the long term,
we expect this percentage to rise, as nonutility
vendors enter the market with alternative
business models and new value propositions.
Nonetheless, because it opens a growing base
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of Green Button apps, supporting the standard is
a good policy, because it is the utility industry’s
best chance at driving adoption.
Some ways to drive engagement include
gamification tactics (see “Maverick* Research:
Motivation, Momentum and Meaning: How
Gamification Can Inspire Engagement”) to drive
consumer engagement in energy efficiency
programs, digital marketing to drive consumers
to download Green Button data, utilitybranded starter tools that enable customers to
immediately use and benefit from Green Button
data, and cross-marketing and guidance for
customer adoption of the growing ecosystem of
Green Button apps.
Recommendations:

Strategic Planning Assumption: By 2016,
driven by the Nexus of IT Forces, 40% of utilities
will have modified CIS applications by bolting on
external components.
Analysis by: Zarko Sumic
Key Findings:
Two major global phenomena that are impacting
IT markets, namely IT industrialization and IT
consumerization, are creating a confluence of
four technologies (cloud, mobile, social and
information). These four forces are reaching
comparable levels of maturity at the same time,
creating an inflection point for energy and utility
organizations to leverage information technology
in much more strategic and transformative ways.

• Utility data architects should build Green
Button tools with basic graphing capabilities
and/or rebrand third-party Green Button apps
to provide customers with instant gratification
from engaging in Green Button.

• Cloud, which leads to the industrialization and
progressive commoditization of IT capabilities,
is forcing the IT organization to rethink its
role in the value chain and giving business
users new options to source their technology
requirements. To be delivered in a cloud
(either private or public) billing and customer
service applications need to be architected to
provide discrete services over the Internet and
to be scalable. If provided as external cloud,
CIS platforms also need to have multitenancy
capabilities (see “A Quick Look at Cloud
Computing in Energy and Utilities, 2012”).

• Utility IT program managers in utilities with
mandated energy-efficiency requirements that
are focused on delivering value-add consumer
technologies should investigate gamification
tactics to drive consumer participation in
energy usage data and participation in energy
efficiency programs.

• Social leads to a much broader and deeper
involvement of customers and employees
in the way that energy utilities operate,
and causes business models to change. To
deliver significant value, social CRM must be
integrated with key customer-facing business
processes and underlying IT systems, such as

• Utility IT leaders should support the
Green Button standard and form strategic
partnerships with application developers
to provide utility-branded games and
protect customer relationships; and explore
innovative tactics, such as gamification, to
spur consumer adoption.
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CIS. For utilities, the initial focus should be
on getting social media “right” in a few key
areas — account management, billing, energy
conservation and outage management, all
impacting customer care and billing areas
of CIS (see “Social Media Provides Utilities a
New Channel for Customer Engagement”).

Consequently, the Nexus of IT Forces will render
existing utility applications architecture obsolete,
the same way as emergence of the client server
architecture caused many legacy CIS products
(such as Tres — a dominant CIS product in the
1980s) to become extinct.
Market Implications:

• Mobile entails an explosion of devices (such
as smartphones and tablets) that have already
surpassed the PC as the primary means for
accessing information, and which are leading
the charge for consumerization of technology
in the enterprise. CIS products must be able to
leverage smartphones and tablets as delivery
platforms for customer service and billing,
address bring-your-own-device needs for
internal users, and leverage contextual and
locational information to provide new and
differentiating services.
• Information (big data) takes a prominent
role in any organization, as data in multiple
formats and from diverse sources from
inside and outside the enterprise provides
opportunities to perform more-accurate
analytics supporting better predictions of,
or reactions to, events. Next-generation
CIS, in addition to being able to process
a significantly larger amount of data from
advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
systems (increase up to five order of
magnitude), should be able to extract new
value by combining consumption patterns,
social/contextual, and operational technology
data. Therefore, CIS will be forced to address
the 3V+C (volume, velocity, variety and
complexity) aspect that characterizes a big
data project.

The Nexus of IT Forces will have a profound
impact on application utility architecture in
general and CIS products in particular. Because
Gartner doesn’t see vendors in other commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) application areas already
rearchitecting their application to address the
Nexus of IT Forces, we don’t expect CIS vendors
to lead that process.
The conflict between emerging needs coming
from the Nexus of IT Forces and lack of an
integrated mature off-the-shelf solution capable
of addressing those needs will result in a return
of the complex billing architecture. Complex
billing — or a bolt-on architecture — used
to be a dominant way to address legacy CIS
products’ inability to deal with large commercial
and industrial complex billing requirements
by bolting on a separate billing engine while
leveraging other satisfactory capabilities of
legacy products. That approach, among others,
let users extend a life of legacy solutions until
the emergence of the current generation of COTS
CIS capable of addressing billing needs of all
customer segments within a single billing engine.
To address some of the Nexus of Forces
requirements, large vendors have either made
acquisitions that are dealing with needs across
their overall product portfolio (such as Oracle
acquisition of Endeca, which can address
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combination of social and unstructured big
data coming from consumer environment) or
are encouraging system integrators to build
packaged extensions of their product (such as
SAP CR&B product extension through packaged
offering by system integrators Sparta Consulting,
and HCL in social and mobile for customer
service and billing).

Key Findings:

Niche vendors, which are challenged to make
large R&D investments or to make acquisitions
to address current product deficiency, or find
a partner to extend their product to address
upcoming needs, will have a harder time making
it to the next round of solutions.

• The unique nature of event-driven, real-time
OT systems has different security governance
requirements from that of IT, particularly in
data collection and analytics functions. IT
security governance is an adequate starting
point, but insufficient by itself.

Recommendations:

• Rapid changes in the energy and utilities
regulatory landscape worldwide require
a more structured response as part of an
IT/OT governance, risk management and
compliance (GRC) program, not the reverse.
Regulatory compliance is not a substitute for
IT/OT governance.

• Until the next generation of customer-focused
utility applications capable of capturing
nexus-created business opportunities
emerges, utility CIOs should consider bolt-on
approach as a lower-cost alternative to the
full replacement of a legacy CIS.
• Utility IT leaders should evaluate point
solutions created by system integrators, which
are extending COTS CIS product capability in
response to nexus of forces, as a potential bolt
on solution for their legacy CIS products.
• Although the cost of the bolt-on solution may
be substantial, IT leaders should base their
decision on the overall context of business
value that can be achieved by harnessing
Nexus of Forces or risk business by failing to
do so.
Strategic Planning Assumption: By 2016,
technology governance for more than 50% of
energy and utility firms will expand oversight
to include operational technology security
requirements.

Analysis by: Earl Perkins

• The notable increase in the use of IT
technology for supervisory control and data
acquisition SCADA and process control system
implementations and upgrades is highlighting
the lack of coordinated IT/OT security
governance in energy and utilities today.

• Without an IT/OT security governance approach,
many energy and utilities enterprises will find it
difficult to deliver justification to leadership of
linking security to risk and reliability concerns,
and will lose opportunities to deliver an effective
security program as a result.
Market Implications:
The market for IT/OT GRC solutions will grow,
with early offerings available as extensions to
existing IT GRC management products. This
will be followed by a new class of products that
create an “overlay” view of IT and OT security
for data collection, analytics, and reporting as
input into the governance process. Technology
to develop and manage integrated policies
for security controls across the energy and
utilities enterprise will also be increasingly
available. These products will ultimately come
with alternative means of delivery (such as
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cloud-based options) and alternative means of
consumption (such as mobile devices in addition
to traditional PCs).
The nascent market for OT consulting and system
integration (C&SI) firms will play a key role in
shaping true IT/OT GRC products as demand
from E&U enterprises that have integrated
IT/OT seek to deliver effective and strategic
security governance. IT C&SI firms will race
to supplement their existing service offerings
to take advantage of these opportunities, and
will compete with boutique OT C&SI firms.
Acquisitions and market consolidation of such
services will inevitably follow, many prior to this
prediction’s end date.
A skills shortage in personnel capable of
supporting a consolidated security governance
program will cause some deployment delays, and
will be supplemented by contractors, primarily
from the energy and utilities industry. Increases
in education and training needs for advanced
OT security technology will also drive market
expansion for such services, extending beyond
the energy and utilities industry as OT becomes a
prevalent area of concern.
Recommendations:
• Implement an initiative to evaluate security
governance practices across the enterprise,
including OT. Ensure that the team
responsible for the initiative has an executive
mandate. Deliver the findings for review and
approval.
• Establish IT/OT governance consisting of a
committee or team assigned the responsibility
of oversight and decision-making in strategic
security concerns, including policy, risk and
compliance. The early responsibility of such
teams will be to choose a methodology
and develop a process to ensure ongoing,

periodic review and communications with
management and operations.
• Use IT/OT governance authority to establish a
structured approach to regulatory compliance
research, review and response, developing a
“clearinghouse” approach to assessing the
changing regulatory environment.

A Look Back
In response to your requests, we are taking a look
back at some key predictions from previous years.
We have intentionally selected predictions from
opposite ends of the scale — one where we were
wholly or largely on target, as well as one we
missed.
On-Target 2008 Prediction: By 2012, at
least three major outage management system
(OMS) vendors/suppliers will combine OMS
with distribution management system (DMS)
functionally to provide complete real-time
distribution network management solutions for
energy utilities.
This prediction was on target, because vendor
product road maps confirm this direction.
Validation is supported with a review of the nine
OMS vendors analyzed in the “MarketScope
for Outage Management Systems” and
comparison with the analysis of those vendors
in the “MarketScope for Advanced Distribution
Management Systems.” Seven of the 10 OMS
vendors offered commercially available DMS
functions. The OMS vendors that developed
these capabilities each built them on the existing
OMS platform, using a combined network model
and common graphical user interface elements.
From the ADMS side, one vendor offers OMS
functionality through a partnership (however,
commercially packaged interfaces are offered
to provide real-time integration between the
two environments). A second vendor offers
new combined OMS/DMS functionality from a
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SCADA/energy management system (EMS) origin.
The other vendors are identical with the OMS
lineup.
Utility requirements for integrated OMS and
DMS functionality will vary. However, over the
long term, Gartner expects vendors to align their
resources to offer integrated OMS and DMS
functions within an ADMS suite. For more detail,
see “Market Definition: Advanced Distribution
Management System Products.”
Missed 2008 Prediction: By 2012, major
consumer technology vendors will enter the
consumer energy management market.
This is a pretty rare case of a prediction that flipflopped. In 2010, we selected this prediction as
the one that was “on target,” albeit cautioning
that it was too early to pass the final judgment.
At that time we already observed a number of
consumer technology megavendors entering
the end-user energy efficiency area. Following
the energy consumer-focused PowerMeter
offering that Google introduced in February 2009,
Microsoft, in June 2009, introduced Hohm by
offering an energy efficiency solution directly to
end users and bypassing the utilities, which were
caught between policymakers’ push, consumer
expectations, and conflicting implications of
energy efficiency on existing business models.
Apple and Intel were also demonstrating their
early products and patenting their intellectual
property in end-user energy efficiency area.

Apparently we “jumped the gun.” In 2011 Google
and Microsoft withdrew their competing energyefficiency solutions PowerMeter and Hohm,
and exited consumer energy-efficiency market,
at least for the time being. Utilities deploying
smart meters were reluctant and apathetic about
sharing power usage data, citing data privacy
and security concerns. Data access became an
insurmountable hurdle for Microsoft and Google.
The breakdown was not technical; it was a
structural industry problem. Utilities simply did
not want to participate, and too few customers
had access to their data to make such services
viable. The introduction of the Green Button may
have addressed that issue. However, it came too
late for Google’s and Microsoft’s ventures in the
consumer energy-efficiency market.

Evidence
IEE, Green Button One Year Later, September
2012
1

Open Energy Info, Energy Apps Catalog, Green
Button Apps accessed 19 October 2012
2

Accenture, survey of 9,108 individuals in 17
countries: Understanding Consumer Preferences
in Energy Efficiency, 2010
3

Source: Gartner Research, G00245203, Zarko Sumic,
Kristian Steenstrup, Randy Rhodes, Chet Geschickter, Earl Perkins,
26 November 2012
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